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Measurements of the total cross section for electron

detachment, ae(E), are presented for low-energy (Eiafc < 300 eV)

collisions of Cs~, K~, and Na~ with atomic targets. The energy

dependence of ae(E) is striking: virtually no detachment is

observed until relatively high (-50 eV) center-of-mass collision

energies are reached, in contradistinction to what has been

observed for similar collisions involving another nsns' negative

ion, viz.. H~. The onsets for alkali anion detachment are

approximately equal to the thresholds.for excitation observed in

collisions of neutral alkali atoms with these same targets. The

similarity between the dynamics of the neutral system and that of

the negative ion system, together with the observation (at

greater energies) of detachment accompanied by excitation of the

alkali parent, suggests that electron detachment in the present

experiments is mediated by a two-electron process.

Measurements of ae(E) and the cross sections for charge

transfer have also been completed for H2, D2, N2, 02, CO, CO2,

and CH4 targets. Electron detachment is the dominant process for

all of these targets except O2, with thresholds on the order of a

few eV. Charge transfer is an important channel for O2, with a

cross section of 110 A2 near 2 eV. Structure in ae(E) for CO2 is

suggested to be due to charge transfer to metastable CO2"(
2A1).
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we present ion-beam measurements of the total

cross section ae(E) for electron detachment of Na~, K", and Cs~

in low-energy (E. . < 300 eV) collisions with atomic and

molecular targets. The data for the Cs~ projectile is previously

unreported and extends our recent study1'2 of Na" and K". The

motivation for this work is due in part to the observation that

these alkali-metal anions (denoted M~) are similar to H~ in that

they have two s-electrons outside a closed shell. In particular,

it is of interest to determine whether the energy dependence of

ae(E) for M~ is similar to that observed for H~.

Recently, Andersen et al.3 reported measurements of cre{E)

for Li", Na~, and K~ on rare gases (RG) at collision energies of

0.5 - 100 keV/amu. Their results indicate that for E/M > 2

keV/amu, the cross sections for detachment of M~ are approxi-

mately equal to those of H~ when compared at the same collision

velocity. They also determined that electron detachment accom-

panied by excitation of the alkali atom is an important channel.

Excitation of the rare gas target was also observed. Measurements

of ae(E) for M""+RG have also been made
4'5 for lower energies

(300<E<6000 eV), but to the best of our knowledge, no previous

study of the threshold region has been reported.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Measurements of ce(E) for the Cs~+Ar and K~+Ar systems are

shown as a function of relative collision energy in Fig. 1. Data

for H~+Ar has been included for comparison.6 Note that the

energetic threshold for detachment of H~ is on the order of a few

eV, whereas the thresholds for the K~ and Cs~ projectiles are

about 50 eV, approximately 100 times the electron affinity of the



alkali atom. A similar result is observed for the Na~+Ne system,

where the apparent threshold for detachment is about 55 eV.

These distinctively high thresholds are typical for the M~+RG

systems where thresholds have been observed.1 The striking

dissimilarity between ae(E) for M~+Ar and that for H"+Ar suggests

that at these low energies, the alkali anions behave differently

from H~.

We know of no other negative ions which exhibit such high

energetic thresholds for electron detachment. However, similarly

high thresholds have been observed7'8 for alkali-atom excitation

in collisions of the corresponding neutral systems. In fact, the

apparent threshold for excitation of both projectile and target

in Na+Ne collisions is almost exactly equal to the apparent

threshold for detachment in Na~+Ne collisions; furthermore, the

energy dependence is similar for both processes.1 Using the

electron promotion model of Barat and Lichten,9 Courbin-

Gaussorgues et al.10 were successful in explaining the excita-

tion data for the Na+Ne system; we propose to use the same model

to explain the high thresholds for ae(E) observed in the present

experiments. The following discussion will specifically address

Na~+Ne collisions, but similar arguments can be made for the

other systems.

A schematic molecular configuration correlation diagram is

proposed in Fig. 2 for the Na~+Ne system. Only the a molecular

orbitals are included. The diagram has been inferred in part from

calculations10 for the Na+Ne system and also from the observation

of a common threshold for detachment (of Na~) and of excitation

(of both Na and Ne). The incoming Na~+Ne state remains below the

X2s+ continuum of Na+Ne+e until the crossing with the continuum

of Na+Ne*(3s)+e is reached at A. This crossing (with coordinates

Rx, Vx) accounts for the onset of electron detachment at the

collision energy E=VX. A subsequent transition at B can result

in ground state products. If one assumes that the probability for



detachment at crossing A is unity, then the total cross section

is given by

^e(E> = TRX 2^ 1 ~ Vx/E> f o r E > vx
= 0 for E < Vx. (1)

Estimates of Rx and Vx can be made by fitting this expression

to the data. The recovered values for the Na"+Ne system are Vx=65

eV and Rx=1.6 ao. The calculated coordinates of crossing B are
10

(on the same energy scale) 65.4 eV, 1.67 ao. The fact that the

threshold for Na(3s)+Ne - Na(3p)+Ne is the same as that for

detachment of Na~ by Ne suggests that A is located near B. The

remarkable agreement between the estimated position of A and the

calculated position of B indicates that this picture has some

validity.

It is interesting to note that simple electron detachment as

outlined above involves a two-electron process: referring to

Fig. 2/ one can see that the transition at A corresponds to a

simultaneous [ (3sa)-+continuum, (4fa)-»(4pa) ] transition. The

crossing at B involves a one electron transition [ (4pa)-»(4fa) ],

which leaves the neutral products in their ground states. If

the system survives the crossing at B, then another two electron

transition [ (4pa)-»(4fa), (3sa)->(4dc7) ] may take place at C, leaving

the sodium atom in its 3p state. Surviving the crossing at C

leaves Ne in its 3s excited state. This picture is therefore

compatible with the observation of both projectile and target

excitation accompanying electron detachment.3

Since there is undoubtedly a crossing (at D) between the

incoming negative ion state and the Na+Ne+e continuum, one might

be tempted to attribute electron detachment to a single

[(3s<7)->continuum] transition. However, the previously-mentioned

observation of a common threshold for detachment and excitation

requires that the crossing at D lie at a greater energy than the

4 '



one at A. Furthermore, only one energetic threshold is evident

in ae(E), suggesting that electron detachment is primarily due to

the crossing at A.

Another interesting possibility is that detachment occurs

via anion excitation to Na~*(3p2). The Na~*(3p2)3P state lies11

approximately 63 mV below the 2P state of neutral sodium, and it

can decay radiatively to the continuum of Na(3s)2S states.12

Following Drake,13 we have estimated the radiative lifetime of

this state to be on the order of 10"^ sec. Thus, a transition to

this state would result in a two-electron transition to the

Na(3s)+e continuum. While Fig. 2 indicates that it is possible

for the 3P state to be populated by these collisions, the

probability is surely small: the incoming ion state must first

survive the crossings at A and D, make a single [ (4fa)-»(4p<0 ]

transition at E, and then make a three-electron

[(4pa)-(4fa), (3sa)-»(4da) , (3sa)-(4da) ] transition at F. It is

evident that this alternate detachment process has a higher

energetic threshold than the simple process already mentioned.

Experimentally, one could detect the presence of Na~*(3p2)3P

states by looking at the spectrum of light emitted: autodetach-

ment into the continuum would produce a very broad and char-

acteristic line shape.

Measurements of <7e(E) for the Cs~+Xe system are shown in

Fig. 3. The solid line is the result of fitting egn. (1) to the

data. The recovered valnes are Rx=2.8 ao and Vx*64.8 eV. Other

systems which can be fit by eqn. (1) include1'2 Na~ on Ne, H2,

D2/ N2, CO, and CH4 targets; K~ on Ar, Kr, Xe, D2, N2, CO, and

CH4 targets; and Cs~ on Kr, N2, CO, and CH4 targets.

The detachment channel is especially interesting for the co2
target. As can be seen in Fig. 4, significant structure is

present in <re(E) for the H~, Na~, K~, and Cs~ projectiles.
14 This

structure is peculiar to projectiles possessing two valence



s-electrons; ie., 0", S~, and halogen anions do not yield this

structure for CO2.15 The relatively strong dependence on energy

of ffe(E) for E < 15 eV suggests that the detachment process may

occur via a negative-ion resonance of the target. It should be

noted that the energetic thresholds for reactive channels with

accompanying detachment are higher than what is observed in

Fig. 4. Furthermore, the CO2""(
2nu) shape resonance, which is an

important detachment mechanism16 in high energy H~+CC>2 colli-

sions, has an endoergicity of about 4 eV. In contrast, the

present measurements of <?e(E) indicate a substantial cross

section (-10 A2 for K~+CO2) at 2 eV. Even after taking into

account instrumental and doppler broadening inherent to the

experiment, the observed threshold (-1.2 ev) is much lower than

is necessary to access the 2n u state. There is, however, a

metastable state of CO2~ (
2Ai) which lies at a lower energy. This

state (which has a lifetime17 of -90 ps) is bent in its equi-

librium geometry with a bond angle18 of -135°, and its energy

lies19 approximately 0.7 eV above that of the CO2 {̂ "'"g) ground

state. The endoergicity of charge transfer to this state is

therefore about 1.2 eV (0.7 eV plus the electron affinity of the

alkali). We therefore postulate2 that for E < 15 eV, electron

detachment is mediated by charge transfer to this metastable 2A^

state of

Total cross sections for charge transfer are shown in Fig. 5

for K~ and Cs~ on O2. The most striking feature of this data is

the magnitude of the cross section at low energies. Since

the dissociative charge transfer channel has an endoergicity of

approximately 6.1 eV, these large cross sections are connected

solely with 02" production.2

e



III. CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that at these low energies, the

detachment of M~ by rare gases is qualitatively different from

that of H". This difference may be a manifestation of electron

correlation. It is well known20 that H~ is best described by

a split shell (isls1) configuration, implying that the

correlation between the two electrons is primarily radial in

nature. On the other hand, recent calculations of M~ wave-

functions by Christensen-Dalsgaard2! and others suggest that

angular correlation between the valence electrons is significant

for the M~ ions. Perhaps it is this difference in character that

leads to a difference in behavior of ae(E).

A molecular model has been used to describe the detachment

in M~+RG systems. It has been found that eqn. (1) reproduces the

data for a variety of systems. It has furthermore been suggested

that electron detachment in these collisions involves

two-electron transitions.

In the case of the molecular targets, structure has been

observed which is peculiar to these projectiles.
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Fig. 1. Total cross sections (in A2) for electron detachment of
H~ (+), K~ (x), and Cs~ (*) by Ar. Lines have been added to guide
the eye.
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Fig. 2. Schematic diabatic molecular configuration correlation
diagram for the Na"+Ne system. Relevant crossings are indicated
by circles and are assumed to be localized at a specific energy
(Vx) and internuclear separation (Rx) •
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Fig. 3. Total cross sections (in A2) for electron detachment of
Cs~ by Xe. The data is indicated by (*}, the solid line is the
result of fitting eqn. (1) to this data.
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Fig. 4. Total cross sections (in A2) for electron detachment of
H~ (+)/ Na~ (x), K~ (o), and Cs" (*) by CO2. Lines have been
added to guide the eye.
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Fig. 5.' Total cross sections (in A2) for charge transfer
(including dissociative charge transfer) in an 02 target. Data
is shown for K~ (o) and Cs~ (*) projectiles. Lines have been
added to guide the eye.


